GTCC Aviation Systems Technology Student Minimum Tool List

1- Small to Medium flexible tool bag.
1- Screw driver set, both flat blade and Phillips, sizes 0, 1, 2 in each
1- 1/4” Drive socket set to include wrench, 6” extension, and 12 point sockets from 1/4” to 9/16”.
1- Open end/Box End Wrench set from 1/4” to 1”
1- Safety wire pliers
1- Needle Nose pliers
1- Standard slip joint pliers
1- Diagonal Pliers (wire cutters/Dikes)
1- Safety glasses
1- Extendable Inspection mirror
1- Flashlight
1- Basic Multimeter with AC/DC and Resistance measurement

Tooling is required by the end of the first week in class. Tools can be sourced from any location, local suppliers have offerings the faculty can identify if desired.